CORONA

BRUCE ANDREWS
(1)

*peel off*

*the white*

*inner portion*

*a vortex*

*dislodge*

*passport venom*
(2)

i’m huddled
in a liturgy
garnering
those syllable oars
(3)

traipse

not yet cautious

flowers

can be mixed

for at least one hour

build your trap as low
(4)

all clothes

an angle

with the shore

ammunition about the

size of

a variety of

make up two thirds of a flask
(5)

tipped
lobes
(6)

take off running
the legs:

muslin jewelry

strip the inner

bark from the trunk
(8)

mix the juice
with water

flesh

snare

just try to dislodge it
(9)

grubs
mice
seeing my eyes the fabric

clear self

parachute
(10)

sola come one all
flesh bouquet
eight inches apart
a woven radar
jaw festival
(11)

stretch

mirage

me as

woman
(12)

wing poles
don’t display
  a weapon
we cloud
(13)

tracer bullet
flashing over stick
go tissue gestures
light
bogus
(14)

into the trachea
(15)

no illumination
only posturing
round one
(16)

upstream

to spawn

coniferous poison

taste baked bread
(17)

find it
never have
have it
(18)

*itinerant*

*fathom  missed*

*cadence*

*yellows and browns*
(19)

my costumes
(20)

8 days without water
the fingers
    bang from
    the shoulders

all parts edible
(21)

_mouth signatures_

_all kinds_

_of robbery_
(22)

larvae burrow into the
nasal tissues
can be used as a
coffee substitute
if a hammock
(23)

salt has a black tint
small birds good raw
(24)

faking it
(25)

hoisting up
the widows
single hand
same backyard
(26)

retina

fenestella

bonelips
(27)

camera's tongue

like to choreograph it

all the cheap accouterments

going up

flame!

like a leper
(28)

masks

dirt cranes

can

jerry built pelvis
(29)

after scalding it

step down on me

only with your light

late

branches

vorous

caracole
(30)

air chamber

derelicts abandon the colors

colors abandon
(31)

*skeletal clay*

*bees*

*circe*

*only the hiding is real*
(32)

tarpaulin food

monoxide
(33)

didn’t sleep  
in your tourniquet
(34)

quart milk

fragile

in saliva